Abstract-For distributed smart camera networks to perform vision-based tasks such as subject recognition and tracking, every camera's position and orientation relative to a single 3-D coordinate frame must be accurately determined. In this paper, we present a new camera network localization solution that requires successively showing a 3-D feature point-rich target to all cameras, then using the known geometry of a 3-D target, cameras estimate and decompose projection matrices to compute their position and orientation relative to the coordinatization of the 3-D target's feature points. As each 3-D target position establishes a distinct coordinate frame, cameras that view more than one 3-D target position compute translations and rotations relating different positions' coordinate frames and share the transform data with neighbors to facilitate realignment of all cameras to a single coordinate frame. Compared to other localization solutions that use opportunistically found visual data, our solution is more suitable to battery-powered, processing-constrained camera networks because it requires communication only to determine simultaneous target viewings and for passing transform data. Additionally, our solution requires only pairwise view overlaps of sufficient size to see the 3-D target and detect its feature points, while also giving camera positions in meaningful units. We evaluate our algorithm in both real and simulated smart camera networks. In the real network, position error is less than 1 00 when the 3-D target's feature points fill only 2.9% of the frame area.
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I. INTRODUCTION

D
ISTRIBUTED smart camera networks consist of multiple cameras whose visual data is collectively processed to perform a task. The area viewed by distributed smart camera networks can be small, covering an object for reconstruction, or covering a room perhaps in a health care facility, or covering a very large area, like an office building, airport, or outdoor environment for documentation, surveillance, or security.
Localization of a smart camera network means to determine all camera positions and orientations relative to a single 3-D coordinate frame. Once localized, distributed smart camera networks can track subjects moving through the network by deter-mining trajectories and triggering cameras that will next view the subject. If the localization method provides camera positions in meaningful units such as feet or meters, the network can measure sizes of subjects and objects, facilitating recognition and behavior interpretation.
Due to obstructions in the deployment area, such as walls or uneven terrain, hand-measuring camera positions and orientations is prone to error. GPS is not accurate enough for vision-based tasks, nor can it provide camera orientation. It is possible to use a network's available visual data to accurately localize the network, but these techniques impose a deployment constraint: the network's vision graph-in which vertices are cameras and edges indicate a view overlap-must be connected. A connected vision graph implies that each camera's view overlaps one other camera's, but also that some cameras in the network have separate view overlaps with two or more cameras, i.e., have two edges in the vision graph.
Vision-based localization has been well studied. Many solutions opportunistically search all view overlaps for robustly identifiable world features [1] - [3] then correlated these scene points between camera views and estimate essential or fundamental matrices, which decomposed provides a camera pair's relative position and orientation-the data needed for network localization [4] , [5] . The appeal of opportunistic visual search methods is that they require image data only. Yet they have a drawback in that essential and fundamental matrix estimation only provides relative camera positions up to an unknown scale factor, one that varies for each localized camera pair. To be able to realign all camera positions to a single, network-wide coordinate frame, some solutions require triple-wise camera overlaps, implying the need for densely deployed networks, while others show all cameras an LED-lit rod of known length, providing the means to establish consistent scale [6] , [7] .
Our localization solution expands the advantage of the LED-lit rod with a simple, 3-D feature point-rich target of known geometry. A 3-D target provides in one frame all feature points needed by one camera to determine its position and orientation relative to the target. Fig. 1 shows a 3-D target we used to localize a small network. It has 288 feature points, more than necessary for accurate localization, and includes colored areas to facilitate detection and correlation of the feature points projected to an image.
When a smart camera images the 3-D target and detects its feature points, it uses the well known DLT method [4] , [8] to estimate a projection matrix. The camera then decomposes the projection matrix to get its position and orientation relative to the coordinatization of the target's 3-D feature points. A 3-D target is required for projection matrix estimation from a single frame. 2-D planar targets, like the checkerboard patterns used to estimate a camera's intrinsic parameters [9] , [10] , do not satisfy the general position requirement, as explained in Section IV.
3-D target-based localization still requires the network to have a connected vision graph. It also requires moving the 3-D target through the network so it appears in each shared view overlap. But 3-D target-based localization only requires pairwise view overlaps because, despite multiple pairwise localizations, the target always defines the coordinate frame and so provides consistent scale. Also, realignment of cameras to a single coordinate frame is straightforward because cameras that localize to two target positions (because they have two edges in the vision graph) can compute the rotation and translation between them and share this data with the other cameras it has localized with. Note that our solution does not require tracking the target's movement.
The contributions of this paper are:
• a new smart camera network localization solution with low processing and communication costs requiring a connected vision graph but only small view overlaps; • a design and detection algorithm for a 3-D target with sufficient feature points in general position to estimate a camera's projection matrix from a single frame; • validation of our solution by localizing actual and simulated smart camera networks, with analysis of target size and position in frame, as well as the number of detectable feature points. The first item in particular makes our solution more appropriate for battery-powered smart camera networks with only a small CPU at each smart camera and for which wireless transmissions must be minimized to preserve network lifetime.
In Section II, we present an overview of extant smart camera network localization solutions. Section III presents our camera model and a brief overview of projection matrix estimation and decomposition. Sections IV and V discuss design requirements for 3-D targets. Section VI presents localization results for both actual and simulated camera networks.
II. RELATED WORK
Automated methods to localize sensor networks require the means to gather range information between nodes, or between nodes and mutually observed targets. Noncamera-equipped networks consisting of resource-constrained scalar sensors can measure range information from ultrasound, radio, or acoustic signals [11] . Smart camera networks can infer range information from visual data. The visual data is gathered, in general, either by tracking the motion of subjects viewed by multiple cameras, or by finding the pixel coordinates of robustly identifiable features that either happen to appear or are deliberately placed in camera views.
Motion tracking solutions infer camera positions and orientations relative to estimated trajectories of tracked subjects. These solutions pose the problem as a probabilistic inference task and maintain a joint distribution over camera and subject parameters. One issue is that subjects may change direction between camera views. Funiak et al. require view overlaps so that tracked subjects never fall out of view [12] , while Meger et al. track a robot following a programmed path [13] . Also, posing the problem as a probabilistic inference task requires representing the joint distribution as a Gaussian, which so far is only done for camera positions and orientations in two dimensions. Rahimi et al. lift the solution to 3-D by precomputing homographies between each camera's image plane and a commonly viewed ground plane on which all tracked motion must occur [14] .
Several researchers have proposed distributed smart camera network localization solutions that extract pixel coordinates of local features to estimate either essential or fundamental matrices between every pair of cameras with an overlapping view. These matrices express the epipolar geometry between two cameras in stereo configuration. The strength of epipolar geometrybased solutions is that they require only the network's available visual data; knowledge of the geometry of the 3-D world is not required. Still, these solutions require solving the point correspondence problem, which means detecting and correlating in images from both cameras the pixel coordinates of a minimum of eight commonly viewed world features.
Lymberopoulos et al. solve the point correspondence problem by deploying nodes with self-identifying lights [3] , but this may not be practical in bright or specular-filled environments. Mantzel et al. extract feature points by analyzing tracked motion, and correlate them using time synchronization [1] . They also compensate for inaccurate correlations by determining a subset that produces the essential matrix estimate with the least error according to the epipolar constraint.
Devarajan et al. use SIFT [15] to find feature point correlations [2] . SIFT is an opportunistic feature point detection and correlation algorithm that searches each camera's frame for candidate feature points, gives ones it finds a high dimension descriptor, then compares descriptor sets from multiple cameras to determine correlations. SIFT has both high computation costs for frame analysis and high communication costs for passing descriptor sets. These costs may be too expensive for resource-constrained smart camera network platforms. Also, SIFT biases deployment towards larger view overlaps to increase the likelihood of finding correlations, and it will fail in environments lacking extractable features. Two recent epipolar geometry-based solutions solve the point correspondence and unknown scale factor problems by showing the network a rod of known length with LED lights at each end [6] , [7] . Both solutions use time-synchronized detections of the LED lights to provide correlated feature points. Then, after estimating fundamental matrices, both solutions use the known length of the bar to fix the units of relative camera positions. To reduce the error introduced by inaccuracies in the detected pixel coordinates of the bar's LED lights, Kurillo et al. use a bundle adjustment [16] performed at a central processor. Mederios et al. use recursion that refines a camera's position and orientation estimate each time the camera or one of its known neighbors discover a new camera it can estimate a fundamental matrix with. Because of the use of the rod, both solutions require only pairwise view overlaps.
Like rod-based solutions, our 3-D target-based solution reduces the cost of feature point detection, eliminates the unknown scale factor problem, and reduces the number of required overlaps. However, our solution also eliminates the need to find world feature point correlations in shared camera views, and reduces the amount of required view overlap to only that needed for each camera to identify the target's feature points (which varies based upon target size, camera resolution, and lens focal length).
III. CAMERA MODEL AND PROJECTION MATRIX ESTIMATION
A. Camera Model
Cameras project the 3-D Euclidean world to 2-D images, dictated by the camera's perspective point, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . We adopt the standard camera model in which the camera's perspective point is the origin of a camera coordinate frame and the image plane is parallel to the 's -plane. The mapping of a 3-D point in the to the image plane is performed by the camera's five intrinsic parameters contained in calibration matrix (1) where and are the lens focal length in pixels and differ if the horizontal and vertical spacing of pixels on the imager differs. Skew factor accounts for warping in images of other images [4] . Principal point are the pixel coordinates of the intersection of the optical axis with the image plane.
projects a 3-D point in the by scaling it to the image plane and translating it to pixel coordinates via the principal point. We treat the projected point as a homogenous point in order to get its 2-D pixel coordinates in the plane In our localization solution, target feature points are expressed in the 3-D target's coordinate frame , as shown in Fig. 1 . Before hitting target feature points with , they must be realigned via a rotation and translation to the , as shown in Fig. 2(b) . We rewrite this realignment using 3-D homogenous coordinates (3) We can now write a camera's projection matrix as (4)
B. Projection Matrix Estimation and Decomposition
Using the 3-D coordinates of the target's feature points and their corresponding 2-D pixel coordinates in an image taken by a camera, we estimate the camera's projection matrix using the well-known DLT method [4] . Solving for requires a minimum of six 3-D and pixel point pairs in general position, as discussed in Section IV.
Decomposing an estimate of a projection matrix recovers matrices and and vector . and the three orientation angles in comprise the camera's six extrinsic parameters, and are the camera's position and orientation in the . We recover using the decomposition [17] of the left 3 3 submatrix of because (5) To recover the camera's position, note that because is the origin of the camera coordinate frame, and so is in the nullspace of [4] because (6)
C. Extrinsic Parameter Refinement
The determination of the pixel coordinates of projected 3-D target points is subject to noise from both detection inaccuracies and lens distortion. We perform iterative refinement of the extrinsic parameters using the Levenberg-Marquadt optimization. The cost function we minimize is (7) where is the number of point correspondences used in the estimation of , and are the pixel and target coordinates of each correspondence, and is the projection using the refined extrinsic parameters with fixed intrinsic parameters and two coefficients of radial lens distortion estimated separately using Zhang's camera calibration algorithm [9] .
IV. 3-D LOCALIZATION TARGET
Due to widely varying environmental and lighting conditions in deployments of smart camera networks, as well as variations in camera quality, lens focal length, and distance between cameras, it is unlikely that any one 3-D target design will be suitable for all possible networks. Rather, the deployment conditions should dictate the size and type of target used.
Any target design, though, must provide six or more feature points in general position for projection matrix estimation. The general position requirement applies to both the 3-D space of the target's feature points and the 2-D space of the image plane. The requirement exists because the DLT method solves (8) which is a linearization of the elements of with coefficient matrix comprised of coordinate values from point correspondences. must have rank eleven for (8) to be solvable, yet points not in general position produce linearly dependent rows. More precisely, three or more collinear target feature points provide only five linearly independent rows for , while four or more coplanar target feature points (no three collinear) provide only eight linearly independent rows. Thus, a target designed for projection matrix estimation must have a minimum of either two noncoplanar sets of three noncollinear points, or four coplanar points with no three collinear and two other points noncoplanar with the first four.
Checkerboard patterns and other planar targets commonly used for intrinsic parameter estimation obviously violate the general position requirement. These regular patterns, though, facilitate feature point detection and correlation with the target's known geometry. Patterns also increase robustness to detection noise because collinear/coplanar feature points provide an oversampling of the constraints they represent. Fig. 3 . Single camera localization error for a virtual 5 mm camera with moderate barrel distortion localized to 3-D targets comprised of two long-edge adjacent grids. Detection noise is simulated at 0.5 max pixel displacement. Fig. 4 . Single camera localization error for a virtual 5 mm camera with moderate barrel distortion localized to the target shown in Fig. 1 using 2, 3, 4 , 5, and 6 grids. Detection noise is simulated at 0.5 max pixel displacement.
The results of virtual single camera localizations relative to 3-D targets with two adjacent grids set from 5 to 175 apart are shown in Fig. 3 . While providing acceptable results, targets with only two grids risk the possibility that one grid may not be accurately detected. Similarly, three grids in a cube configuration do not allay the risk that only one grid is accurately detected. Ultimately, we designed the 3-D target shown in Fig. 1 with six 48-point grids set vertically on a base at angles of , , 20 , , 5 , and relative to the -axis. The novelty of our design is that it combines ease of detection yet supports widely spaced cameras and has sufficient feature points to be robust to both single grid detection failures and detection noise. Results of single camera localization relative to our six grid target using either 2, 3, 4, 5, and all 6 grids is shown in Fig. 4 . In Section VI, we present results using fewer feature points per grid.
3-D target design considerations also include efficient feature point detection and correlation. On our six grid 3-D target, the green ball and colored areas bounding the left and top sides of each grid serve this purpose. The ball appears as a circle from any viewpoint which is an initial indication that the target appears in frame and is a starting point for finding the rest of the target. Scanning along radii of the green circle we find the top row's middle (blue) grid to learn the orientation of the target which is not required to be upright. From the top middle grid we scan left and right (target orientation) to find the colored areas of the other two top row grids, then down to find the bottom row's colored areas. Finally, we find edge fits to the grid-side borders of the colored areas which define a scan area containing the grid's feature points. We can now either use scan lines over the area to find edge fits to the rows and columns of white squares, or use a corner detection algorithm such as that provided in OpenCV. These steps to detecting the 3-D target are shown in Fig. 5 .
V. TARGET-BASED NETWORK LOCALIZATION
When a camera sees and localizes to the 3-D target, it computes its position and orientation relative to the target's coordinate frame, which is defined by the coordinatization of the target's feature points. If all smart cameras in the network are oriented such that all can see and localize to the 3-D target simultaneously, the network can be localized with one target placement. More likely, though, all cameras do not all view the same area and localizing the network requires placing the 3-D target in several separate view overlaps.
As we move the 3-D target to a new view overlap, we lose its position and orientation relative to previous target placements. Yet recall that a connected vision graph means some cameras have separate view overlaps with two or more other cameras. These cameras will localize to two different 3-D target Fig. 6 . Realigning a camera to a target placement that it did not see. Camera 1 can only see the left target placement on the left and camera 3 can only see the right target placement. Camera 2 sees both. (a) Cameras 1 and 2 localize to the left 3-D target placement, then cameras 2 and 3 localize to the right 3-D target placement. (b) Camera 2 uses its position and orientation relative to both target placements to compute the rotation and translation between the two target placement coordinate frames, and passes the transform data to camera 3. (c) Using the data from camera 2, camera 3 transforms its position and orientation relative to the right target placement to be relative to the left target placement, which it could not directly localize to.
placements, one visible in each view overlap. From their positions and orientations in the separate target placement coordinate frames, these cameras can compute the transform relating the placements, as shown in Fig. 6(a) . Then passing the six transform parameters (3 rotation, 3 translation) to neighbors lets the neighbors realign their positions and orientations to be relative to a target placement they did not directly localize to, as shown in Fig. 6(b) and (c) .
We can organize the realignment of cameras to a single, global coordinate frame in different ways. A linear approach chooses the first target placement as the global coordinate frame, then moves the target into the view overlap of an already globally localized camera and one of its unlocalized neighbors. Both cameras localize to the new target placement and the neighbor is immediately realigned to the global coordinate frame. While straightforward to implement and requiring the least amount of communication, the linear approach is not ideal because single camera localization errors are propagated in passed transform data. A better approach minimizes error propagation by choosing for the origin of the global coordinate frame the 3-D target placement that results in the fewest number of realignments. We do this by finding a maximum spanning tree of the connected vision graph, finding the longest path in the spanning tree, and choosing for the global coordinate frame the middle 3-D target placement on the longest path. Because the larger the 3-D target appears in a camera's frame typically means the more accurate the localization, we use 3-D target frame appearance size as the edge weight to determine the maximum spanning tree. 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
One advantage 3-D target-based localization has over opportunistic image search methods is smaller required view overlaps between cameras. This is because our solution requires view overlaps only large enough for both cameras to see and detect the 3-D target simultaneously. Therefore we are interested in localization accuracy in relation to target size in frame.
We also stated that errors in estimates of camera positions and orientations from single camera localizations are propagated in realignment data passed to neighboring cameras. The size of these errors depends upon the accuracy of the detection of the 3-D target's feature points. They also depend upon the accuracy of the estimated intrinsic parameters and lens distortion model used to constrain projection matrix decomposition and refine extrinsic parameters. Because estimated camera models are more accurate near the center of the frame where the noise from lens distortion is least, we explore the propagation of localization error in a large virtual camera network with the 3-D target placed both near the center of frame and in the corner, while also varying the amount of feature point detection noise.
Lastly, we explore how many feature points are required for accurate single camera localization. We present results for single camera localizations with the 3-D target design shown in Fig. 1 but with only 32 , 24, and 16 feature points used per grid to estimate the projection matrix. Note that fewer feature points on the target implies a physically smaller target, further decreasing the required overlap between cameras.
In all results, we report position error as the Euclidean distance between the actual and estimated camera positions, and directly measure the difference between actual and estimated camera orientation angles.
A. Implementation 1) Actual Testbed:
We test our 3-D target-based localization algorithm on a network of five smart cameras running the Panoptes [18] smart camera platform. Nodes consist of COTS webcams at 640 480 pixel resolution tied to Crossbow Stargates with 400 MHz Intel PXA255 processors running Linux. To facilitate measuring ground truth of camera positions and orientations, we disassembled the webcams and mounted their board cameras atop stands at various heights and angles, then positioned the camera stands on a flat, measured surface with our 3-D target, as shown in Fig. 7 . Due to the small size of the network, we used the linear realignment approach described in Section V to maximize the number of realignments.
2) Simulated Testbed: We simulate our 3-D target-based localization algorithm in a virtual distributed smart camera network. We model cameras with five intrinsic parameters and 14 lens distortion parameters: four coefficients each for radial, decentering and thin prism distortions and separate axes of maximum tangential distortion for decentering and thin prism distortions [19] , [20] . While there is no extant method to accurately estimate this many lens distortion parameters, we base the plausibility of the values on results from the separate estimations of two radial distortion coefficients, and on the dominating effects of radial distortion over tangential distortion, on the order of 7:1 reported by Weng et al. [20] . The simulator recreates our localization algorithm as described in Sections III-B and III-C, including the separate estimation of intrinsic and radial distortion parameters from nine virtual images of a checkerboard pattern using Zhang's algorithm [9] . For each virtual camera and virtual target placement, the simulator creates the set of pixel coordinates of detected feature points by projecting the virtual 3-D target using the camera's preset extrinsic, intrinsic and lens distortion parameters, then introducing noise by randomly shifting each projected feature point in a random direction. To localize a network, the simulator either determines an optimal localization tree that minimizes realignment transforms as discussed in Section V, or allows for a user-specified tree. The simulator measures localization accuracy by comparing the preset extrinsic parameters of the virtual cameras with their estimated values.
B. Actual Camera Network Results
To explore the effects of target appearance size, we performed the actual testbed localization three times, each with the 3-D target set further from the cameras. In the third localization, the target's feature points occupy less than 3% of any camera's frame area. The localization results are shown in Fig. 9 . Fig. 8 shows a sample of the feature point detection accuracy for each target distance. The graphs indicate that the appearance size of the 3-D target has no bearing on the localization accuracy because the position, orientation angle, and coordinate errors are all almost unchanged across the three localizations. We presume, without clear validation, that the growth of -axis orientation error compared to the nearly flat -and -axis orientation errors, and similar growth of the coordinate error compared to the and coordinate errors, may be attributable to a combination of flaws in our ground truth measurements and an incomplete lens distortion model. In the configuration of our testbed with the target's -axis pointing towards the cameras, flaws in the flatness of the table, the verticality of the camera stands, and the measurement of the tilt of the cameras may manifest as -coordinate and -axis errors. Similarly, tangential distortion can be incorrectly modeled as a translation and tilt of the camera [21] . These singular parameter errors do not appear in accurately positioned virtual cameras with well-modeled lens distortion curves, as shown in the next subsection.
C. Virtual Camera Network Results
Using the simulator, we recreated the actual five camera network configuration. To closely approximate the lens distortion of each actual camera, we chose a set of 14 lens distortion parameters that produce the same two radial distortion coefficients in the separate intrinsic and lens distortion parameter estimation. Table I compares the estimated actual and simulated parameters of the five cameras.
The graphs in Fig. 10(a) show the position, coordinate, and orientation errors from the simulated network localization at four different maximum random detection noise levels. As can be expected, as noise decreases, accuracy increases. The sudden growth of position error when the target is smallest and noise is the highest occurs because randomly introduced pixel noise is essentially a scattering effect on the closely spaced pixel coordinates of the detected feature points. The graphs in Fig. 10 show the individual coordinate and orientation angle errors in the simulated reproduction at a maximum random noise displacement of two pixels.
Lastly, in Fig. 12 we show results of virtual single camera localization to our 3-D target design when using only either 16, 24, or 32 of the available 48 feature points per grid at two different maximum noise levels and when the 3-D target's feature points occupy 2.5% of the frame area. As expected, at the higher noise level there is greater localization error. Yet the use of fewer points has almost no impact on accuracy. These results indicate that our 3-D target could be reduced to having only 16 feature points per grid.
In Fig. 11 we show the average position errors of 25 localizations of a large simulated network that required 20 linear camera realignments to bring the final camera into the global coordinate frame. All simulated cameras have wide aspect lenses and a maximum possible lens distortion displacement of 25 pixels, though the cameras averaged eight. We performed the localization at two different noise levels and with two different target positions: one in which the target appears in the bottom left or right corners of the frame, and second in which the target appears halfway between the center and left edge of frame or halfway between the center and right edge of frame. Despite the fact that the target has a larger appearance size when seen in the corner positions, the localization is more accurate at the smaller appearance size closer to the frame center. This is due to estimated lens distortion model being less accurate for points near the edge of frame.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We presented a new 3-D target-based localization solution for smart camera networks that is a practical alternative to existing opportunistic image search-based localization solutions. Generally, opportunistic image search-based solutions are most useful for deployments where large view overlaps are desired, such as in stereoscopic vision systems. Our solution, though, requires only small, pairwise view overlaps, making it more suitable for larger networks deployed for human or environmental monitoring. Also, because the 3-D target provides all feature Fig. 11 . Position errors in the localization of a large simulated network at two different maximum noise levels and with the target appearing either only in the bottom left and right corners of the frame, where lens distortion is the greatest, or just to the left or right of the center of frame. Fig. 12 . Localization errors for a simulated camera when using fewer target feature points for localization. The top and bottom graphs show the results at a maximum random detection noise of 0.5 pixels and 1.0 pixels, respectively. points needed for camera localization, the reduction in computation and communication costs compared to existing solutions makes our algorithm more suitable for battery-powered, processing-constrained smart camera platforms. Our solution also gives camera positions in meaningful units, facilitating visual metrology.
The accuracy of the camera positions and orientations provided by our solution depends solely upon the accuracy of the estimation of the camera's projection matrix-which in turn depends upon the accuracy of the detection of the pixel coordinates of the target's feature points. It also depends upon the accuracy of estimates of the camera's intrinsic and lens distortion parameters. The many experiments we have performed strongly suggest the need for improvement in the latter, and so this will be a focus of our future work.
There are also other physical aspects of our solution to be explored, such as spatial resolution of the cameras and other possible target designs, such as spherical. We also plan to explore possible error refinement methods, such as performing bundle adjustments on pairwise localizations, as well as over the entire network configuration estimation.
